
During the International Animation Film Festival and MIFA

Although the quality of French animation is renowned worldwide, until now few animation series are seen as being extremely-successful 
family entertainment. At any rate, not to the extent of certain fiction series which have become true phenomena in society, or other ani-
mation feature films which bring in whole slews of families and boost box office figures. 

But what are the “keys” to success for a “good” feature film, a “good” sequel, a “good” animation series that has that special something 
for each and every member of the family?  Is it a multi-level type of writing so that this eclectically-selective group of individuals can buy 
into the series collectively?  A multi-writer approach?  Is humor THE one ideal common denominator?  Most likely the answer lies so-
mewhere in between: no miracle recipe but perhaps a mix of all of the above – and more!

With this in mind, and in response to genuine questions raised by the sector’s professionals, The Media Faculty, Gulli and CITIA, bac-
ked by the SPFA (Animation Film Producers Association), have worked together to design the master class  “From Feature Films to 
Animated Series: Writing for the Whole Family”.

The training will revolve around such big names in international animation as Chris Miller, Scriptwriter and Director for “Shrek 3”, Joe 
Aguilar and Tom Wheeler, Producer and Scriptwriter for “Puss in Boots”, French experts Alexis Lavillat, producer, author and direc-
tor at Normaal Animation, and Sébastien Thibaudeau, literary Director at Zagtoon, as well as Christian Baumard, CEO, accompa-
nied by Aude Thévenin, Scriptwriter, and Khaled Amara, literary Director, of the sitcom “Scènes de ménage” by Kabo, and as such 
the core matter will be real case studies.

The idea is to use experience-sharing and experts’ advice to provide answers to numerous questions and to provide the keys necessary 
for an innovative approach to writing and designing animation for the whole family.
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Monday and Tuesday June 4 and 5, 2012 in Annecy, France

This master class will take place over 2 days during the International Animation Film Festival and its market, the Mifa, 
Monday and Tuesday June 4th and 5th, 2012 in Annecy, and will be moderated by Christophe Erbes.  At present 
Christophe works as a consultant for “children’s” TV channels and production companies and he’s also a scriptwriter, 
author of children’s books and literary director.  From 1988 to 2006 he held positions as program director (Fox Kids 
Europe, Super RTL, etc) and executive manager (Nickelodeon Germany and then Jetix Germany).

Authors, scriptwriters, head writers, script doctor, movie directors, storyboarders, producers, development and produc-
tion executives, program advisors, broadcasters and others.

For registration and information
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And more about Gulli :

To date, the Youth and Family TV division of Lagardère Active, with Gulli, CANAL J et TiJi, represents France’s top youth programming 
offer.  Today these 3 channels form a coherent and virtual ecosystem. At the heart of this ecosystem is Gulli, now the number-one 
family channel, beamed straight at its 4 to 10 year-old target audience, and continuing to win over parents. The channel is engaged in 
over 15 productions of all types and sorts, produced with historical partners but also with new players.
“This master class is a perfect illustration of our commitment to both creative and economic factors, working closely with 
our partners from French animation; it fully corresponds to our ongoing search for innovative programs for our family 
viewers’ pleasure.”

Antoine Villeneuve
Managing Director, Lagardère Active TV division

More about The Media Faculty :

The Media Faculty is a training entity founded in 2008 to meet the information and training needs of media professionals.  Every year, 
in partnership with the MediaClub, it organizes about fifteen training sessions as well as workshops and master classes, centered on 4 
themes: content strategy, legal issues, financing and new media

And C ITIA:

Helping develop or assist with new training modules (long or short durations) dealing with moving images, in our area, is one of the major 
strategic reaches of CITIA.  That’s why it’s only logical for CITIA to back this new master class, especially since the theme “from feature 
films to animation series: writing for the whole family” is one of the concerns of the sector’s professionals.  Given this fact and our exten-
sive experience, and working closely with The Media Faculty and Gulli, we’ve decided to launch this master class.
“With the creation of this master class in Annecy during the international animated film festival and its market, the Mifa, 
there’s now a full offer of rich and attractive advanced training. It’s thanks to this ecosystem (research, training and econo-
mics) that our region is taking on a true competitive edge in the digital industry field.”

Dominique Puthod and Patrick Eveno,
President and Director of CITIA
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